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Description:

Flake Buddy Bug
COUNTED CROSS STITCH PROJECT BY FABY REILLY DESIGNS

This Buddy Bug is a snowman, snug and cosy in a fluffy scarf. He's wearing a top hat with a hole on top and
carrying a broom. His body is a humbug shape and is cross stitched but the Buddy Bug is much more than just a
cross stitch pattern: Every single item of his outfit is hand made - and designer Faby Reilly takes you through
every single step with detailed photos and very precise instructions. You'll love making the hat and the broom.
You can even knit the scarf (optional)!

You can personalize the base of the snowman with a message (cross stitch alphabet provided). Ideal for a gift!

The Buddy Bugs are a fun series of cute and lovable little creatures designed by Faby Reilly. Each project
comes with both a cross stitch pattern and an extensive tutorial guiding you step by step for finishing your
humbug. See more Buddy Bugs below.
A cross stitch pattern and project designed by Faby Reilly .
>> visit Faby Reilly's pattern gallery.
Number of stitches: 100 x 50 (wide x high)
Size: about 3 inch high
Stitches: Cross stitch (some over one thread), Backstitch, specialty stitches
Chart: Color Chart
Threads: DMC Embroidery floss,
Other supplies: needlework fabric, felt, polyester filling, seed beads, fluffy scarf wool, beading wire.
Number of colors: 9
Themes: Buddy Bugs, Snowman

>> see all humbug patterns by Faby Reilly
>> see all snowmen patterns (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in£, €: to view price inPOUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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